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GUEST SPEAKER - Jennifer King - OUTSOURCING YOUR BUSINESS! 
 
Tell us about yourself: 
Licensed in 2000 (mainly admin. work for my father, a 35+ year Realtor), started 
in sales in 2004. 
4 kiddos - 9, 13, 16, 17 
Market = PA - Lancaster, Berks, Lebanon counties - anything southeastern PA 
basically. We reside between Harrisburg & Philadelphia in the heart of "Amish 
country" 
 
How about a little about your business: 
2015 goal = 175-200 transactions ($25-$30M) 
2014 = 135 transactions / just under $20M in volume with 5 agents (2 full-time, 
one semi-retired, two part-time) with a 65% profit margin 
-#9 in 1200-ish agent local Realtor board (& year over year growth of 68%) 
2013 = 100 transactions / $15M w/ a 71% profit margin (& year-over-year growth 
of 63%) 
2012 = 55 transactions (25S / 30B) (year over year growth of 61%) 
2011 = 31 sides (12S / 19B)  
2010 = 42 sides (16S / 26B) 

SOURCES OF BIZ = 2014 BREAKDOWN - focused on 5-part marketing strategy 
for this year based on our top 5 sources of biz in 2014 (see attached) 
2014 - 1st year in Chairman Club, Top 10 PA-DE Teams (just came back 
from Phoenix Chairman-Diamond Elite Retreat) 
 
 
Tell us about your Team Structure: 
Me - team leader - Team is branded as TEAM.  Mostly sellers, a few personal 
buyers. 
Husband Wayne - joined fall 2014 as buyer agent after 20+ years in construction 
& closing his biz 
Father Paul- P/T semi-retired - works with sellers & buyers - teamed up in 2012 
when we changed offices  - P/T in the office. 
Sue - Listing partner / FT (almost 2 years on team) - will soon be part time (you 
are absorbing her database)  
Jeff - Sellers & Buyers / FT - added to team in Feb. 2015 - strategically fills gap in 
market area nearby  
Wanita - Sellers & Buyers / FT - 1 year "new" agent added to team in Jan. 2015 - 
strategically fills gap in coverage area 
Paul M - Buyers only / PT - approx. 6 years with me... Earned almost 6 figures 
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last year PT - Everyone needs a "Paul!" 

Admin Staff is 100% virtual - 2.5 are handling and 2 in training… should 
have 4.5 by the end to get to 200+ deals a year 
- Office Manager / Trans. Coordination / Team Leader - 3 years - Virtual - also 
fills as my personal assistant / FT 

- Listing/Marketing Manager / 2 years - virtual / FT 

- Social Media Manager / SEO Manager - 1 year - virtual / PT 

- Currently training one more TC & one more LM team member to handle the 
additional volume - both about 6 mo's in training thus far - both less than FT 
currently 
 
Hired from Odesk… it’s now called UpWork.com -
 https://www.upwork.com/  
 
What are biggest benefits to outsourcing?: 
 
Attitude & Appreciation 

Willingness to work   

Cost efficient - ONLY pay for the time they work. Not for breaks, time off, 
etc.  (Cost is about $3.30/hr - $7/hr) 
 
Flexibility in TIME they will be working 
 
Office is “Paperless Pipeline”.  Use Skype when they work for you. Watch and 
check all the time until very comfortable. Join.me was the way initially worked 
with them. Training was done that way. VERY HANDS on training and THEY did 
the step by step manual. (What I call a hit-by-a-truck-manual).  (see more below) 
 
If someone was just starting, who should they hire first and what should 
that person do?  
 1. General Admin tasks  
-database management/entry 
-scheduling showings 
-setting-up searches 
-lead follow-up & conversion 
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2. Then listing person 

3. TC was my last add due to intensity & accuracy 
 
What do you envision your Team to be 3 years from now?: 
8-10 sales staff, 3-5 admin - increased efficiency & volume  
-everyone hitting their individual goals! :) 

Let me know if there's anything else you want me to cover. I'll let you lead with 
the info. provided. 

One other topic I get queried on often is the "how to" - what resources we 
use, etc.. 
-Skype (instant access/chat or video call) 
-Join.me (for screen share/training) 
-Screenr.com / YouTube (training tutorial videos) 
-google Voice 
-google calendar 
-gmail 
	  


